
Thread Lines: Razzle™, Dazzle™, Sizzle™, InvisaFil™, Mirage™

Display Dimensions: 60cm W x 50cm D x 135cm H (24" W x 20" D x 53" H)

Colours: 193 Total: 46 Razzle™, 34 Dazzle™, 13 Sizzle™, 60 InvisaFil™, 40 Mirage™

Total Spools: 579

Spool Sizes: Razzle™ - 250m (273yd)
 Dazzle™ - 183m (200yd)
 Sizzle™ - 180m (197yd)
 InvisaFil™ - 2500m (2734yd)
 Mirage™ - 800m (875yd)

Applications:
Razzle™, Dazzle™, and Sizzle™ are great for bobbin work, serging, couching, 
knitting, crochet, tassels, cording, fringes, bead work, thread painting, hand 
work, and friendship bracelets. InvisaFil™ is ideal for stitch in the ditch, top and 
bottom thread, bottom thread for delicate machine embroidery, hand and 
machine appliqué, free motion quilting, stippling, and English paper piecing. 
Choose Mirage™ for free motion quilting, decorative stitches, embroidery, thread 
painting, couching, and colouring. 

About Razzle™:
This sturdy 6-ply 100% rayon thread is comparable in weight to a number 8 
perle cotton. The light play on Razzle intensifies stitchery depth and textural 
effects on wool, making this a stand out thread!

About Dazzle™:
A sturdy 6-ply thread, Dazzle™ is comparable in weight to a number 8 perle 
cotton. This 100% rayon and metallic mix carries a naturally bright lustre with a 
silky finish. Because of Dazzle’s™ light reflective properties and “pop” of 
metallic, the detail on wool appliqué and layering can be enhanced with edging 
stitches for that extra sparkle.

About Sizzle™:
This 4-ply rayon thread is woven with three strands of metallic, giving it a highly 
textured and intensely sparkling surface. Comparable in weight to a number 8 
perle cotton, Sizzle™ is stiffer and heavier with a coarse surface that makes a 
“sizzling” noise when you run your fingers across it.

Slimlined slatwall fixture holds 579 spools in five of Wonderfil’s 
thread lines: Razzle™, Dazzle™, Sizzle™, InvisaFil™, and Mirage™. A 
great choice for a selection of decorative stitching, quilting, and 
specialty threads.
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About InvisaFil™:
Our thinnest thread line, InvisaFil™, is a remarkable silk-like 100wt, 2-ply 
cottonized polyester. This ultra-fine but surprisingly strong thread has 
cotton-like characteristics and negligible stretch while also feeling soft in the 
hand. InvisaFil makes for super low bulk stitches and virtually “disappears”.

About Mirage™:
Mirage™ is a 30wt rayon thread with a beautiful sheen, and has been random 
space dyed in variegated colours meaning that every spool you pick up is 
completely unique! Available in 40 colours, the random colour changes and 
contrasting tones of this thread are perfect for adding a naturally fluid 
appearance.

Slimlined slatwall fixture holds 579 spools in five of Wonderfil’s 
thread lines: Razzle™, Dazzle™, Sizzle™, InvisaFil™, and Mirage™. A 
great choice for a selection of decorative stitching, quilting, and 
specialty threads.
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